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Body: Background: The use of dried blood spot (DBS) specimens for the genetic screening of alpha-1
antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency is often limited by low quantity and quality of extracted DNA. Our aim was to
develop the method of simple, fast and efficient DNA extraction from DBS samples using commercial kit that
effectively eliminates any natural PCR inhibitors allowing for successful AAT genotyping by real-time PCR
and direct sequencing. Methods: DNA extracted from 84 DBS samples from COPD patients was genotyped
for PI*S and PI*Z AAT deficiency variants by real-time PCR. The results of AAT genotyping were validated
by IEF phenotyping and concentration measurement of AAT protein in sera from the same patients. The
diagnosis of rare/unknown AAT variants was established by direct sequencing. Results: the proposed
method of DNA extraction allowed successful DNA isolation from all analyzed DBS samples. Both quantity
and quality of DNA were sufficient for further real-time PCR and genetic sequence analysis of all samples.
The 100% concordance between AAT DBS genotypes and serum phenotypes in positive detection of two
major deficiency alleles was achieved. Both assays, DBS AAT genotyping by real-time PCR and AAT
phenotyping by IEF, positively identified PI*S and PI*Z allele in 8 out of 84 (9,5%) and 16 out of 84 (19%)
patients, respectively. Conclusion: the proposed procedure minimizes the hand-on-time of DBS samples
preparation providing sufficient quantity and quality of genomic DNA to be used for either real-time PCR or
genetic sequence analysis, as only good quality DNA template guarantees efficient and reproducible AAT
genotyping results in any DBS screening protocol.
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